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Stakeholders Picture
Maritime Activity: Description

ANFACO-CECOPESCA:

Is a private and non-profit business association whose mission, more than a century after its founding, continues to be to represent and defend the sectoral interests of the marine and food cluster, as well as providing high added value services to through its Technology Center to its global nature.

Located in the Campus of the University of Vigo, one of the main economic, industrial and technological areas of Galicia, it represents about 250 companies that invoice more than 7,000 M € and employ directly more than 30,000 workers

Source: http://www.anfaco.es
Stakeholders’ Perspective about MSP

• They have **limited knowledge** about the MSP approach.

• They think the **MSP process is important for them**. They **believe in the benefits that MSP can afford them**, as planning and integrated management of the marine space is important for their sector (e.g. healthy and clean waters, food security and sustainable fisheries management, proper allocation of marine space and activities, port management, etc.

• They consider themselves as a **key stakeholder** in Vigo, nationally and internationally.
Suggestions to improve the link between the sector and MSP

• **Inform and engage** maritime clusters into the MSP process.

• Including the sector in MSP economic **Working Groups**.

• **Cross-fertilization of stakeholder management experience** within maritime clusters (e.g. ANFACO) to achieve common goal in MSP.

• **Use traditional history of the maritime sector** to promote cultural heritage interest and create synergies with other sectors (such as tourism) within MSP process.
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